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hold a price so you can
click to get to the order
form, and we will see you
back at our warehouse,
and have the order
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shipped to you no later
than 24 hours after. When
we are done, you can
pickup your order and send
us back your payment.
USA Web-Based Shopping Best Buy This site is not
sponsored, endorsed, or
affiliated with Best Buy
Co.,Ltd. in any way. If you
need to make a purchase
in a retail store, go to your
local store and make your
purchase and then you can
come back to our site for
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your refund.Q: Why do my
rubber band impressions
get all wrinkly? I'm sure
this has been asked
before, but I can't seem to
find anything in searching.
This is the first time I've
done rubber band
impressions, so maybe I'm
missing something simple.
I'm trying to make some
little clothespins, and have
put some oil on my hands
before tying the rubber
bands to my thumb. For
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some reason, the rubber
bands don't stay
completely flat when I
make the impressions. I've
tried different thicknesses
and thicknesses of rubber
bands, but I can't seem to
get them to sit neatly on
the surface. Any ideas? A:
First, try two rubber bands,
not one. The one rubber
band will tend to stretch if
it is very thin. You'll also
want two hands, not one,
to get a good grip. The way
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I do it is to start with a
double rubber band,
stretch it, turn it over, then
stretch it again, twisting it
until I get it flat and long.
Then I get another double
rubber band and tie it off
to the first double rubber
band, and then the two
together will be somewhat
twisted. You'll have a band
that is still flat, but twisted.
Then, I do exactly the
same thing, and then the
two together are more-or5/7

less twisted. Now, make a
loop in the middle and
stretch it out. At this point,
I pull my rubber bands so
that each double rubber
band is fully open and then
stretching it out again. This
twists the rubber band into
a nice circle. Now take that
center loop, and give the
two rubber bands a nice
twist, making a triangle.
Then start the loop again,
pulling on each side until it
will not stretch. This twists
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the two rubber 6d1f23a050
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